OCEANVIEW LAUNCHES NIGHT VISION CAMERA IN AUSTRALIA

After successful debuts in other parts of the world, OceanView Technologies is launching its Apollo 2 Xi Night-Vision Cameras in Australia at the Sanctuary Cove International Boat Show, May 19-22 in Queensland, Australia. They will be featured in Riviera Yachts' on-water stand, as well as the Australian Marine Wholesale stand and the R Electronics stand, both in the Superyacht Tent.

"We will have the Apollo 2 Xi and Apollo 2 Xi F (Furuno) cameras on display for the first time ever in the southern hemisphere. The Apollo 2 Xi is the only night-vision camera with an on-screen controller," said Mike Bader, OceanView CEO. "It can be controlled and viewed from anywhere on or off the vessel on any marine display at the helm, TV set or computer. The Apollo 2 Xi F camera is the only night-vision camera that is controlled by the Furuno NavNet 3D. The Apollo 2 Xi series is truly unique."

The Apollo 2 Xi and Xi F are a thermal camera and low-light camera in one unit. Both images can be viewed simultaneously on two displays or on one display with a split screen. The Apollo 2 Xi is the least expensive multiple camera system available in the marketplace. The Apollo 2 Xi F is integrated to be controlled by the Furuno NavNet 3D and is the only night-vision camera authorized by Furuno to do so.

Contact OceanView Technologies, 1181 South Rogers Circle, Boca Raton, FL 33487. 954-727-5139; Fax: 954-302-2476. sales@oceanviewtech.com; www.nightboating.com.